
 
 

Instructions for session chairs and speakers 

 

We are grateful for your active participation in the seminar, where the aim is to identify and share 

experiences of successful multi-stakeholder collaboration between Finnish actors in solving the global 

learning crisis. Achieving impact with limited resources in a small country requires coherence between the 

activities and instruments, as well as stronger synergy and inter-linkages between actors. A prerequisite for 

all this is that different actors learn to know each other, enter into dialogue and share best practices.  

Thank you for being part of Finland as a strong actor in the global learning crisis seminar!  

These instructions include information on reporting questions for all seminar sessions, sending the 

presentations, rooms and some good practices for the sessions. 

We kindly ask all speakers to register through the following link by Monday, November 11th  

https://link.webropolsurveys.com/S/BC2A23397BB60CD2 

 

Reporting questions for all seminar sessions, to be returned by December 3rd 
 
In order to make the most of this event on how to jointly tackle the global learning crisis, and with the aim 

of gathering useful information for future reference, we kindly ask you to report back to EDUFI on a few 

over-arching questions, based on the discussions in your sessions. 

You can choose to appoint a rapporteur during the session, discuss the answers with your session speakers 

or alternatively report back yourself. Please send your responses by Tuesday, December 3rd to 

annika.sundback-lindroos@oph.fi 

The responses will be compiled in a summary to be shared with seminar participants afterwards, together 

with session materials. 

Questions to reflect on in all sessions: 

1. Did this seminar 26-27 November support multi-stakeholder collaboration? How?   

 

2. Please indicate best practice and concrete mechanisms for enhancing multi-stakeholder and cross-

sectoral cooperation? What are the major obstacles and which solutions are needed? 

 

3. What is needed to scale up project-based or product-specific collaboration to reach wider impact at 

education system level? 

 

4. What are the prerequisites for a well-functioning public-private-partnership collaboration model?  
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5. What are your funding-related experiences with international donors, such as development banks, 

UN agencies, EU Commission, foundations etc.? Are there any lessons learnt: what obstacles and 

solutions can be identified for fostering collaboration? 

 

6. Do you have any further regards for the next steps to be taken in efforts to increase the impact of 

Finland? 

 
Sending the presentation material by 22 November  

We kindly ask the speakers to send their presentation material beforehand to the organizers, by 22nd 

November at the latest. Please send the materials to annastiina.heiskanen@oph.fi and 

saara.paavilainen@oph.fi  and name the file with your name and the name of the session.  

The materials will be published afterwards on the seminar website at 

https://www.oph.fi/en/programmes/finland-strong-actor-global-learning-crisis-national-education-sector-

development  

Should you not want your presentation to be published, please notify the organizers when sending the 

material.  

 

Rooms  

All the rooms are equipped with a Windows PC, a data projector and Wi-Fi. The requests concerning 

session equipment sent us earlier have already been considered, so you do not need to resend them again. 

Should you wish to hand out some presentation material to the participants, please bring the copies with 

you as speakers are responsible for printing out their own material.  

EDUFI colleagues will be there to help you in practical matters.  

 

Good practices  

Please make sure to stay on schedule. This is both the speakers’ and the chairs’ responsibility. Please agree 

on the presentation order beforehand, if needed.  

The chair presents shortly the speakers and the topic of the session. It would also be good to close the 

session with a short summary of the presentations and the discussion. In addition, the chair can also invite 

the questions and comments from the audience.  

Should you have any questions, please contact us at annastiina.heiskanen@oph.fi or annika.sundback-

lindroos@oph.fi   
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